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                                    Why I am thankful for this year 
 
 
 This year I am thankful for getting to go to school during Covid, my new friends, and my family 
helping me if I need help.  This year was a crazy year but we can still make the best of it by 
helping out with the things we need. 
 
 The first thing I am thankful for is getting to go to school during Covid.  One reason I am 
thankful for this is because I have a new teacher Mrs Coluccio.  Another reason I am thankful 
for this is because I get to be in a new classroom.  This is why I am thankful for getting to go to 
school during Covid. 
 
 
 The second thing is I am thankful for my new friends in school.  One reason I am thankful for 
this is because now I met new people who are now my friends.  Another reason I am thankful 
for new friends is because now we are all friends even though we have to social distance and 
wear masks.  This is why I am thankful that I got new friends. 
 
 
 The last thing I am thankful for is my parents helping me if I need help.  One reason I am 
thankful for this is because if I need help they can help me with my problems.    Another reason 
I am thankful for this is because of how nice they are to me, and how helpful they are, they are 
always happy to help.  This is why I am thankful for my parents helping me if I need help. 
 
 
 In conclusion, this year I am thankful for getting to go to school during Covid, my new friends, 
and my parents helping me if I need help.  Since this year has been a bit stressful I am still 
thankful for these things that happened.  
 
 


